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Javier Téllez was born in Venezuela in 1969. His parents were psychologists, and as a child he was 
familiar with the environment of psychiatric hospitals. That environment is the raw material for 
much of his work. Some of his early installations recreated hospital settings, and he has used 
psychiatric patients as performers in videos. In a striking piece titled ''Bedlam'' at P.S. 1 in 2000, 
visitors sat inside a large wooden birdhouse to watch an employee-training film showing restraint 
techniques used at the Bethlem Royal Hospital (once known as Bedlam) in London. The 
implication was that confinement is an existential condition; everybody, in or out of hospitals, is 
to some degree cuckoo. 

For ''Alpha 60 (The Mind-Body Problem),'' organized by Raul Zamudio, this gallery has been filled 
with hundreds of toy-size trucks made from bars of soap and boxes of psychiatric medication, 
each dwarfed by a multicolored ball that it is apparently trying to push forward. A colossal version 
of the ball appears in a video, filmed by Mr. Téllez in a Venezuelan hospital, in which patients 
energetically push it from one ward to another and finally over the walls of the institution. 

Mr. Téllez has titled the piece after Jean-Luc Godard's film ''Alphaville,'' which offers a dystopian 
vision of a trouble-free but rigidly conformist future world. The patients pushing the ball might 
represent a version of such conformity, but their collective effort, at once driven and exhilarated, 
elicits all kinds of unpredictable individual responses, from joy to despair. 

At the same time, the presence on film of these people with profound disabilities is disturbing, the 
way Diane Arbus's pictures of institutionalized subjects are. In the 18th century, patients at 
Bedlam were displayed for public entertainment, and Mr. Téllez has not escaped accusations of 
similar exploitation. The question hangs in the air at White Box, adding ethical tensions to an 
already challenging work by an intriguing and idiosyncratic artist. 



  

  

He also has a beautiful video piece at the Queens Museum of Art as part of the fine ''Queens 
International'' exhibition (through Nov. 3). In it a boy, again a psychiatric patient, is dressed as an 
angel. We watch him slowly inflate a balloon with his breath; then, as the film plays backward, 
absorb the air back into himself, in a gentle play on the reversibility of in and out -- and, by 
extension, of insider and outsider -- which is Mr. Téllez's constant theme. HOLLAND COTTER 
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